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Environmental Logistics & Networking for Events
SpaceShare is a new environmental partnership, helping people share and save
resources. We develop online ride-share and room-share tools for events,
networking tools that help people attend with as little environmental and financial
cost as possible. We help your attendees replace their costs and their cars with
community.
Environmental Logistics
We can help attendees travel together, protecting the environment, cutting costs,
and making connections:
q Drivers can find their neighbors and carpool together.
q Network with others on the flight or train. Spending a flight talking to
someone about the conference can be a tremendous improvement over
flying alone.
q At the airport or train station, match with people arriving at the same time,
to share a taxi or car rental. There is no reason for people to arrive in a
new city alone.
q Share a hotel room. A great way to make the conference more affordable
for students and others on a low budget.
How It Works
q Users seamlessly link to the logistics site from your website, quickly
describe their needs, and can then search for and email potential matches.
q SpaceShare’s carpool tools are a new idea, and grab people’s attention
very well. This creates great publicity for you, and makes SpaceShare an
ideal tool to bring in a new “Green Sponsor” for your event.
q Our tools don’t just protect the environment and cut costs for your
attendees: they improve the networking at any event, helping people make
stronger connections.
The above is just a brief overview of some possibilities; we hope you will contact
us and we would like to hear your suggestions, wishes or even reservations. Call
or email and we’ll discuss how SpaceShare’s tools can help your event.
Sincerely,
Stephen
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